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REPORT SUMMARY
PROGRAM:

APPALACHIA~ ADULT EDUCATION CENTER RIGHT TO READ COMMUNITY
BASED PROJECT
Morehead State Univers ity, Morehead, Kentucky

SITES:

Five : 3 Rural, 2 Urban (Kentucky and Ohio)

RECRUITI NG :

PERSONAL: Family, Friends, Door-to-door, and Interagency
Referral to personal

LOCATION:

HOMES of disadvantaged adults

INSTRUCTORS:

11 paid, indigenous, trained paraprofessionals

STAFF
TRAI NING:

Pre- and in-service staff (local site professionals and AAEC
staff)

SUPPORT :

Learning Center coordi nators, reading resource persons, and
AAEC staff

MATERIALS :

Multiplicity of local learning center resources including
public libraries
_
Special collections of AAEC life/job coping skills materials

ADULT
STUDENTS:

.

327 Ri ght to Read and 102 309(b) students (and their families) ,
isolated physically and socially from education

RETENT ION:

62.4% plus 8.3% passed GED, 8. 8% occupation, 4. 1% health,
4.4% moved, 11. 8% drop-out

INSTRUCTION:

1-2 visits per week in basic academic and coping skil l s
materials

COST PER
STUDENT:

$137

DATA
ANALYSIS:

(Paraprofessional salaries, travel, and materials)

327 Right to Read and 102 309(b) home instruction students
are included in the fol l owing data analysis .

Demographic:
Median Age:

28.6

Median Grade Completed :
Sex :

Male

26.4

Female 73 .6

8.9 years

Median Family Size :
Employment :

4 Members

Unemployed

34.1

Employed

25.4

Housewife

40.5

Family Inaome :

Less than $4000

44.2

$4500-$6500

22.9

$6500+

32.9

Aahievement Gains:

Mean Years
and Months

Area
Reading

1. 3

Math

1.4

Language

1.1

TOTAL

1. 3

Valid Cases

178

Elapsed Months between Pre- and Post-Test :
Median

6. 8

Mean

5.4

Range
Valid Cases

176
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(2) the geographic isolation of much of the target area;
transportation for the disadvantaged;
family responsibilities;

(3) lack of

(4) lack of time because of job or

(5) lack of self-confidence and confidence in

the community because of past experiences of failure, fear, and frustration,
or any number of other problems that accompany disadvantagement and that
increase the client's social isolation;

(6) need for interagency

cooperation to provide supportive services and assist in the promotion of
and recruitment into literacy programs;
r

trained adult educators;

(7) the critical shortage of

(8) the fact that the most deprived cannot or

will not take advantage of learning opportunities in centers; and

(9) the

model successfully used in other professions of sub-skilled or subprofessional aides working under trained professional s.
For these reijsons, the AAEC Right to Read Community Based Centers
have engaged in the selection, training, and utilization of paraprofessionals
to teach reading in their local communities.

These activities have

necessarily involved all other staff members as well as personnel from
other agencies, organizations, and groups able to provide support .
OBJECTIVES
Principle objecti ves.

The following were the broad objectives of

the Appalachian Right to Read Conmuni ty Based Projects:
To provide efficient delivery of individually prescribed readi ng
instruction to isol ated rural and urban Appalachian adults and their
families.
To conduct specific preservice and in-service training of professional,
associate or paraprofessional, and volunteer staff members to implement a learning center home-study mass-media model.
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To provide reading instruction for adult students to at least the
l evel of high school equivalency focusing upoh those adults who are
illiterate or functionally ill iterate, and whb, for one reason or
another, cannot or will not avail themselves of existing formal and
informal educational opportunity.
Specific objectives.

The specific program obdectives listed below

were developed at each local site, guided by the AAEC general objectives .
These objectives combine Right to Read objectives with AAEC conmuni ty
education objectives . The comb ination seems most a~propriate since it
promotes a major thrust of the Right to Read Effort:

the coordination of

services and resources among the agenci es and institutjons that serve
•

v,

undereducated adults.

The Appalachian Right -to Reatl Community Based

Projects have been °closely linked with the four AAE C community education
demonstration projects and one public library projet t.
Objective 1 : To develop a demonst ration coun~~-wide learning
Center facility offering individ~ally prescribed
instruction i n r eading to the eiqht h grade level
for out- of- school youth and ad:uUs .
Objective 2: To provide paraprofessional teac.~ers working out
of the learning center under the supervi sion of a
professional for home r eading instruction of rural
and urban isolated adults.
Objective 3 : To coordinate the learning cente:~- home s t udy model
with a developing public communi-ty school .
Objective 4. To pr ovide instruction in r eading r eadiness activities
to the adult students who are pa:~ents of pr eschool
children.
3

Objective 5: To develop a mass-media support component of t he
Zea.ming center-home study model.
Objective 6: To determine the effectiveness of adult basic
education home study as a route in r ecruiting adults
to r ecurring education in the community school.
Objective 7: To provide a variety of functional instructional
materials r elated to employment skills, daily living,
curr ent events, consumer efficiency, and other life
job coping skills .

(See Appendix A for AAEC coping

skills categor ies and special problem solving
packaged kits used by paraprofessionals . )

•~:_

DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY
The AAEC has systematized the development of local project programs
by:

(1) identifying project sites in cooperation with state departments

and local decision makers;

(2) establishing a mutual agreement among all

concerned with l ocal program obj ectives and workstatements;
l ocal subcont racts;

(3) initiating

(4) introducing revised data collections systems;

(5) identifying and training professional and paraprofessional s taff s
through pre-service anc continuous in-service training;
all projects;

(6) monitoring

(7 ) coordinating and linking the Right to Read home

instruction model with the effort s of the state departments of education,
the local school districts , Morehead State University's Department of
Adult, Counseling and Higher Education, and with ot her AAEC projects (a
demonstration of specialized public library services for disadvantaged
adults; demonstrations of community education; and a televised GED preparation series);

(7) coll ecting and analyzing data, logs and reports; and

(8) evaluating local programs and the total program.
4

THE SCOPE OF WORK
.

The proposed scope of work has been compl eted . The PERT Plan of
Action illustrating t he scope and detail of the proposed work follows.
( Figure 1.)
THIS REPORT
This report is di vided into two major sections :
(1)

Program Summary, a narrative of the major activities and
concepts of the Right to Read Projects; and

i

(2)

AAEC Eval uation Design, data on clients ' reading grade
level scores and demographic data.

The program surrrnary which follows discusses seveA aspects of the
•-

Right to Read home instruction projects:

* project sites
* staff development
* recruitmen t
* diagnosis and prescription

* materials and methods
* retention and motivation
* coordination of services

5
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Figure 1.

PERT-PLAN OF ACT IO~
IL LUSTRATING THE SCOPE AND DETAIL OF THE PRO POSED WORK
11'
S ept 30

July - Sept.

{~

0➔ 5
Sept 1

July

(Contingency Proposal Part )
I

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13 .

14.
15 .

F. Y . ' 74 Performance Rept. Forms Received
Achievement Data Forms
Financial Report Forms
Compl ete Performance Report, Aug . 31
Compl ete Financial Report, Sept . 30
Compl e te F . Y. 1 74
Appl ications Procedure F . Y . 1 75
Begin Proposal Application FY 1 75
Complete Proposal Application
Submit Proposal Application, August 1
Negotiate Grant Award
Receive Grant Award, Se pt. l
Begin Operation
Continua tion
Begin Operation Contingency Projec t
Begi n New Site Selection (:rwo )
Begin Adult Academy Selec tion (TWO)

16.
17.
18·;
19,

20.
2 1.
22 .
23 .
24.
25.

261

State Department Decision Makers
Local Site Decision Makers
Complete New Sit~ Selection
Begin Two - day Plannin,; Sessions
(5 continuing sites, 2 new sites and
2 adult academies)
Complete Sub-contracts
Complete Work Plans
Complete two-day Planning Sessions
Complete Employment of Paraprofessionals and Directors
Be gin All Site Operat ions
Pre - service & In-service T raining
Paraprofessionals, Resource Persons,
Directors, Sept.
Materials, Software, Methods, Data
Collection Systems, Sept.

27.
28.

29.
30.
31. .
32 .

33.

34.

35.
36.
3 7.

In-serv:iee":Training KET /GED
Preparation Series, Sept.
Monitoring and Continious In-service
Training, Sept-June
All Site Interim Reports Due , Feb . 1-'S
Complete AAEC Collation Interim Re ports
Submit Performance & Financial Repo rts,
USOE, March
~eview a ll Work Statements & Objectives
M arch
Send Guidel ines for F inal R eports
May
All Sites Submit Final Reports & Final
Financial Statements, June
AAEC Respond to Right to Read RFP's, July
AAECCollate & Prepare Final Reports, July
AAEC Submit Final Reports, August 31

PROGRAM SUMMARY
PROJECT SITES

The following table shows:

(1) the location of each project;

whether the site is urban or rural;
in operation;

(2)

(3) number of years that project was

(4) the community base from which the Right to Read

instruction is offered;

(5) the project director; and (6) the parapro-

fessionals.
(

..

.,

.
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TABLE A
:·

SITES OF 1973-74 APPALACHIAN RIGHT TO READ COMMUNITY BASED PROJECTS

CX)

COMMUNITY
BASE

PROJECT
DIRECTOR

RURAL OR
URBAN

YEARS

ASHLAND, KENTUCKY
Ashland Public
Schools

Urban

1973-75

FLOYD COUNTY
KENTUCKY
Floyd County School
System

Rural

1973-75

ABE/PuQlic
Library Program

Bobby ~Je 11 s

Edna Hunter
Ocie Shepard

MONTGOMERY COUNTY
KENTUCKY
Montgomery County
Community Schools
Mt. Sterling,
Kentucky

Rural

1972-75

Community School

Don Patrick

Elwood Shoemaker
Carol Stafford

OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY
Owensboro Public
Schools

Urban

1973- 75

Corrmunity School

Billy Chandler

Colleen Clark
Gyneth Taylor

PI KE COUNTY, OHIO
Scioto Valley Local
School District
Piketon, Ohio

Rural

1972-75

Community School

Max Way

Etta Armstrong
Janet Bapst
Glenna Wi 11 i ams

PROJECT SITE

Community School

Karen Moore

PARAPROFESSIONALS
Judy Wessell
Dorothy McCa 1vi n

STAFF DEVELOPMENT
The paraprofessional home instructors were successful adult learners
who completed the adult basic education program and who were longtime
residents of the service area.

As former ABE students, they acted as models

for their clients, and as members of the community, they established the
rapport and trust that was necessary in reaching the severely disadvantaged.
Potential paraprofessional instructors--observed and identified
during their program involvement as students--with the necessary quali'

fications were then trained, along with their reading resource persons,
during pre-service and in-service workshops.

Training included methods of

diagnosis, prescription, materials, evaluation, and dealing with adult

.~-

learners' problems .
Training was ~ontinuous through the monitoring activities of
professional AAEC staff members.

At each monitoring visit, AAEC staff

members (Sharon Moore, Reading Specialist; and C. J. Bailey, Training and
Learning Center Specialist) met with project staff to introduce new ideas,
new materials, and to help with problems.
AAEC project staff members attended and participated in national
reading and adult education conferences, where they disseminated, both
formally and informally, information ·about the Appalachian Right to Read
Community Based Centers.
The training sessions pointed to the need for a fingertip reference
home instruction paraprofessionals could use in working with their clients.
To meet this need, the AAEC reading specialist and the director of the Ohio
project developed a handbook, Helping Adults Learn:

A Handbook for Home

Instruction Paraprofessionals in Adult Education, based on their professional knowledge and on experiences in the Ohio project.
attached to this report.
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The handbook is

RECRUITMENT
In all five Right to Read projects, the home instructors recruited
many of their own clients among relatives and friends; present and former
clients recruited friends , nei ghbors, and relatives; and in all six,
recruiting was an interagency referral effort.
Right to Read projects based in community education systems obtained
lists of potential clients from surveys of conmunity needs and interests
done by the community school.
,

The post office, mental helath, and public

assistance agencies were also helpful in providing names of potential
clients.
Many adults who needed instruction but who were mobile enough to
participate in classroom or learning center instruction were recruited to
those programs.

Those who received home instruction were adults at all

levels below twelfth grade who were too isolated--geographically, socially,
or both--to seek instruction outside their homes.
All projects were continuing projects in their second or third year,
therefore did not need to actively recruit.

They had waiting lists from

the previous project year of people who wanted home instruction.
The AAEC attributes the success of recruitment t o home instruction
to a combination of three factors: · {1) personalized recruitment by local
former ABE students who are sensitive to the needs of potential clients;
(2) successful students, "satisfied customers," who recruit friends and
relatives; and (3) the effectiveness and convenience of the instruction to
the potential client.

10

DIAGNOSIS AND PRESCRIPTION
Both diagnosis and prescription are highly individualized .
Diagnosis .

Paraprofessionals diagnosed individual student needs and

prescribed programs under the supervision of a professional resource
person--a reading specialist and/or learning center coordinator.
Many of the adult sutdents receiving reading instruction were nonreaders and heads of households.
before receiving instruction.

All of the adult students were diagnosed

The Test of Adult Basic Education (TABE) was

the instrument recommended to sites and used for diagnosis in nearly all
cases.

Complementary locator tests and infonnal inventories were also used

for immediate placement.
After an analysis of th~ results, a reading

Prescription .
I

prescription was developed for each student, which included adult interest
and life coping skills materials.

Many prescriptions included materials

designed for the disadvantaged adult with unique and immediate family
problems, since fami ly problem solving often took place before basic skill
learning was possible.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The materials and methods used, with Right ot Read home instruction
clients varied depending on individual needs, and changed with the client
ass/he made progress or as new needs arose.

Some general practices are

described below.
Materials.

One of the ddvantages of working cooperatively with an

existing ABE learning center is access to a large and diversified collection of curriculum materials.

11

The ABE home instruction programs , based on "self-guided individualized instruction," used a wide vari ety of programmed and other selfdirected study material s.

Most of the material s were 11 soft-ware 11 --workbooks,

programmed texts, study and drill uni ts, multilevel kits , and other duplicated or printed material s.

Most have accompanying self-checking devices

or answer keys which allowed students to have inmediate reinforcement or
checks.

Some audio- visual material s , mostly tapes, were used in the home

instruction program, but costs for materials and equipment limited wide
,

usage of audio-visual materials .
Home instruction aides had access to collections of paperback books,
magazines, newspapers, pamphlets, and l ife coping skill s material s that
coul d be left in the home for pleasure reading or problem solving.

In

addition to the collection of instructi onal and reading materials , t he
aides also had access to:
placement inventories and informa l tests with directions and
answer keys;
teacher guides and manuals for al l instructional materials;
answer keys for study units;
progress checks , uni t tests, and their answer keys;
multilevel ach ievement test batteries with manual s and keys
for checking student growth and di ag nosi ng l earning difficulties;
scope and sequence charts or annotated lists of available materials
for sel ecti ng instructional materi als;
enrollment and other student data forms;
reporting and referral forms ;
list of supporti ve agencies and resources indicating servi ces
provided;
pencil s, paper, student record books, and other materials;

12

requisition fonns or materials check-out sheets;
student record folders;
AAEC Life Coping Skills Kits containing easy to read pamphlets
for everyday problem solving, e.g., family planning, health,
nutrition, safety; (See Appendix A)
AAEC Pre-school Kit containing reading readiness and
leisure activities for children ages 2-5. (See AppendixA.)
Materials collated into special kits were those identified by the
AAEC as helpful in meeting the information needs of disadvantaged adults
in life, job, and family coping skills.
their study materials.

Most students prize and protect

Since many of the homes served have few if any

reading materials, the life coping skills materials and pre-school materials
were welcomed as sources of leisure reading and help i~ personal problem
• ..,',

so 1vi ng.
'

A number of factors govern the appropriate selection of material s
for the individual student:
the expressed interests and goals of the student;
the student's functioning level in reading and other skills;
the amount of time the student is willing to spend in studying;
the number of visits the aide will make per week and the length
of the home visit;
the diagnos i s and assessment of student need and progress made
by the paraprofessional and his professional supervisor.
Many homebound students spent large amounts of time studying and
reading and needed additional drill and reinforcement materials.

Their

weekly progress in self-guided acti vities was usually li mited to assigned
units of study which had to be checked for accuracy and growth before
going on to higher levels.

13

One disadvantage of home instruction was increased materials costs .
An appropriate set of i nstructional material s was required for each student
and had to be left in the home for extended periods of time.

To help

compensate for this, note pads were given to the students to provide space
for answers so that the conmercial materials were not consumed.
Methods .

The most desirable instructional materials provide for

periodic or unit progress checks through assessments administered and
scored by the home instructor and the student.

Periodic assessments

provide for monitoring student progress as well as for diagnosing learni ng
deficiencies .

During each home visit, the paraprofessional administered,

scored, and recorded the results of the progress check.
• •·,,

The students were

informed of their progress and review or reinforcement activities were
prescribed when the' achievement level was below that considered adequate
for further learning experiences.
The term "self-guided" implies that the student proceeds on his own
throughout the instruction program.

This is not entirely true.

Most

students need help with new concepts, and even the most able experience
some difficulty in learning tasks.

Perhaps the major functions of the

home instruction aide were those of a learning facil i tator and learning
evaluator.
Adults on low reading levels required increased contact hours with
paraprofessionals because they were less able to study independently .
Family and peers have been enlisted to help in the absence of the instructor .
Some independent activity did take place when low-level students reviewed
materials already covered with their instructor, but usually they could
not start any new activity until the instructor returned.
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Paraprofessionals had to be aware of the cl ues that indicated
students were experiencing difficulty or not enjoying the selection of
materials.

Quite frequently these clues were nonverbal.

Student work

may have been unfinished or t he student may have not been at home or may
not have answered the aide's call.

Through constant surveillance of

student behavior and performance, these problems were readily detected and
solved.

Someti mes a change of materials or procedure was appropriate.

Paraprofessionals encountering pre- school children in homes of their
. ~ clients delivered materials f rom their kits and demonstrated to parents
how to use the materials to help their preschoolers develop "reading
readiness. " The kits seemed to benefit both children and parents.

The

home instructors reported that children showed greater interest in reading,
'

and their parents ~howed greater interest in helping t heir children
develop skills.

Pre-school kit materials are illustrated in Appendix A.

Staff in-service meetings allowed time to improve competencies in
working with materials and to review new and difficult materials for
possible use .
RETENTION AND MOTIVATION
Retention .

The retention rate for the five Right to Read projects

was 70.7% of the total students with complete data .

Retention means that

they are continuing in the program or have attained their GED.
for separation are shown on the follow i ng table.
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Reasons

TABLE B
REASONS FOR CLIENT SEPARATIONS

Reason

Numbe r

Moved

16

4.4%

Health

15

4 .1%

Lost Interest

·'

Percentage

1.9%*

7

Occupational

32

8.8%

Other

36

9.9%*

TOTAL

106

29.1%
*11.8% True Drop-outs

Motivation . ·Retention rates seem to increase with:

informal counseling to dete rmine student needs;
student needs;

(1) initial,

(2) meeting immediate

(3) formal and informal diagnosis of problem area;

(4)

prescription of a plan of study according to weaknesses discovered in the
diagnosis;

(5) building upon the strengths discovered in the diagnosis;

(6) continuous instruction in the home with telephone backup;

evaluation by testing and observation by paraprofessionals;
the student with i mmediate goal achievements;
and concern in the students' problems;

(7) on-going
(8) providing

(9) showing personal interest

(10) making adjustments in the pre-

scribed program if the problem is an instructional one.
COORDINATION OF SERVICES
The AAEC has traditionally listed interagency coordination among its
priority objectives and activities.

Resources provided by other agencies

have exceeded AAEC inputs in virtually all AAEC projects.
16

The systematic

involvement of state departments of education and l ocal agency decision
makers in selecting sites and in developing objectives has generated
strong commitments and resources for AAEC projects.
Coordination and cooperation were essential to the development and
success of the AAEC Community Based Right to Read Program at each site.
Local school districts provided program management, accounting, facilities,
and bases of operation for the home instructors.
Adult education units of the state departments of education, in
.<

cooperation with local school districts, provided the resources of local
adult learning centers, special resource teachers, materials, equipment,
and professional guidance and support to the Right to Read paraprofessionals.

Linkages were made with a variety of community agencies for

the purposes of client identification and client referral as needs were
recognized.
Four of the five Right to Read Community Based Projects were
conducted within AAEC Community School Projects.

The home instruction

paraprofessionals were invaluable as developers of community education
spirit within their locales.

By assessing corrmunity needs, recruiting for

programs, and disseminating community education activities, they touched
and involved many community people ·who had not previously identified with
their schools.
One site, Floyd County, Kentucky, was also the site of an AAEC
Library-ABE coordination project which acquired special materials and
developed specialized services for disadvantaged adults.

Home instruction

clients in Floyd County received the library's easy-to-read coping skil l s
and special instructional materials .
The following table presents an AAEC Population Summary for the
fiscal years 1973-74 and 1974-75.
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TABLE

C ,.
,

AAEC POPULATl ON SUMMARY
Phase
I

1973-74

Education
, Com~unity
ct 1v1t1es opulation
A

Site

. . .

p

Right to Read
ABE/GED and ETV
Tota l Population
, Para pros Popt: 1a t ,on L C. & Cl asses Popu lati on
and Data

AAEC
*Montgomery County
*Owensboro
*Ashland
•Sc io to Va 11 ey
Floyd County
Morehead

34
43
25
17

1,178
812
3,617
2,000

COOPERATING

2
2
2
3
2
2

56
34
54
108
35
62

.

I

-

.

1
2
1

.

.....

TOTALS

00

7,607

119

-

36
93

1,270
. 939
3,721
2,135
55
62

so

27
20

-

..

•

Covington
Newport
Laurel County
Middl esboro
Jefferson County
Louisville City

2
1
2
1
2

13

349

-

-

'

27
46
6

27
46
6

2

254

254

14

559

8,515

.

II
1974-75

AAEC
*Montgomery County
•Owensboro
•Ashland
•Sciot o Va 11 ey
Floyd County
Morehead

r

65
123 .
43
70

2
4
4
3

2

-

COOPERATING

51
109
134
96
I 38

11

-

3
2
2

53
22
14

1

3

-1

'

1

,

1
1
3

2

support

301

2,802
2,631
2,148 .
2,396
38
3

--

'

..

Covington .
Newport
Kenton Library
Mi ddl esboro City
Laurel County
Jefferson County
Louisville Ci ty
Owensboro Libra ry
All Others
(AAEC recruited)
TOTALS
*Corrmunity Education
Programs

2,698
2,500
2,000
2,300

9,498

15

428

6

6

14

.14
7
88
31

14
1

14

88

31

-

-

no
three sites

172

172

17

424

10,350

.

AAEC EVALUATION DESIGN
OVERALL EVALUATION
The evaluation design of the AAEC could be termed a "looping evaluation."

As each Right to Read site was developed, evaluation was designed

for each step.

Antecedent or pre-test data that needed to be collected was,

therefore, automatically define9. _ Documentation was designed which showed
both whether each step or objective was completed and what happened as a
result, i.e., the impact upon the adult learner.
In projects not all variables could or should be held constant, but
the AAEC made a modest attempt at studying the interrelationships among
clients, staffs, procedures, materials, facilities, agency interrelationships, and available funding.
Each site had one AAEC professional staff, person as its "monitor."
An AAEC monitor keeps track of progress and documentation; helps with the·

.

practical adjustments always needed in program design; and acts as liaison
between outside program components, such as state department, adult education units, and local programs.
Interim reports reviewed progress and isolated problem areas.

Data

collection forms and guidelines for reporting data in interim and final
reports were introduced as part of the work statement.
statement is attached as Appendix B.

A sample work

Paraprofessionals kept logs on

individual clients to note and evaluate observed student changes and application of basic skills.
from these logs.

Case studies were written by the paraprofessionals

(See Appendix C.)
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SPECI FIC EVALUATION
.

This section of the report provides an expianation of methodoiogicai procedures used for this study and discusses haw this evaiuati on
was carr ied out.

It aiso points out the iimitations which shouid be kept

in mind while interpreting the findings presented in the section on analysi s
and r eporting.

Eleven paraprofessio nal home instructors col lected demographic and
academic skill data on 327 Right to Read students in 5 sites.
.,

An additional

102 students are also included in this study . The AAEC conducted another
study using paraprofessional home instructors as support persons for
students viewing the Kentucky Educational Television General Educational
Development Series.

Two of these KET/GED sites were combined with two

Right to Read Cormiunity Based sites.

Due to poor TV reception at these

two sites, the four KET/GED paraprofessionals did not have a full load of
students, therefore, they enrolled students in the Right to Read program
of study.
The major categori es of data col lected are demographic and academic
skill achievement . The AAEC Master Demographic Data Form appears on page
21.

Each student was tested if ·possible pre- and post-, with the TABE
(Test of Adult Basic Education). Students who were totally illiterate were
not formally pre-tested because of caution not to instill fear or frustra te
the student.

Also t he chance of getting an accurate grade level score for

a non-reader on an objecti ve test is sl ight.
When students completed t he year or their goal, they were posttested with the TABE.

If a student was new in the Spring, and had just
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sites.
All information was rechecked after coil..

,~

, ...

and verified to further decrease the chance of error and to provide reliable
data.
The analyses represented i n the report were generated using the
computer statistical program SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences) .

SPSS has been developed over the last 8 years by C. Hadlin Hul l

and others at the University of Chi cago and is in wide use at universities
and other computer insta l lations throughout the United States.
A guide to the use of thi s Stati sti cal l ibrary is SPSS - Statis ti cal
Package for the Social Sciences, published by McGraw-Hill.
The data underlying this report are preserved not on ly in BCD
(punched card form), but also as an SPSS system data file.

A copy of the

data tape volume, and associated documentation , may be obtained from AAEC .
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The following table shows the analysis of demographic data for
the home instruction students.
TABLED
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Mean
Median
AGE

Range
Valid Cases
Missing

31.1
28.6
14 years to 77 years
425
4

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Employed
EMPLOYMENT
STATUS

Unemployed
Housewife
Valid Cases

.Missing

SEX

40.5%
422 7
26.4%

Female

73.6%
428

Missing

1

Less than $4000

INCOME

34.1%

Male

Valid Cases

FAMILY

25.4%

$4500 to $6500
More than $6500
Valid Cases
Missing

23

44 . 2%
,I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

22 . 9%
32.9%
419
10

.

'.

I • •• ,J

I

r.:1:CF,UEr1ENT

I

Other

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Valid Cases
Missing
GED
STUDENT
GOAL

Job

6. 6%

I

427
2

I

62.2%

I
I

16.9%

I

Other

I

20.9%

I

Valid Cases

I
I
I

Missing

421

.

8

I

GRADE
' LEVEL
1
2
3
4
5
6

LAST GRADE

7

COMPLETED

8

IN SCHOOL

9
10
11

12

NUMBER OF
CASES
I
I
I

4

I

6

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

14
9
15

.

10
'

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

PERCENTAGE
l
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
·I
I
I
I
I

1.0
1.5
3.4
2.2
3.7
2. 5

29

7.1

75

18.4

91

22.3

93

22.8

50

12.3

12

2.9

--------------------------I
Mean Grade Level
Valid Cases
Miss ing Cases

24

I
I
I

8.5
408
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All students that were tested were administered the TABE (Test of
Adult Basic Education).

Only students who were non-readers or on a very

low reading level were not formally tested.
t ake the test.

Very few students refused to

The pre-test scores follow:
TABLE E
MEAN GRADE
LEVEL SCORE
Pre-Reading

PRE-TEST

Pre-Math

TABE

Pre-Language
Pre-TOTAL

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

7.9
7.5
8.0
7.8

NUMBER OF
CASES
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

373
369
334
342

Post-testing was done toward the end -of the project year.

Students

who were on a very low reading level, students who were new enrollees, and
those who were drop-outs were not post-tested.
TABLE F
NUMBER OF
CASES

MEAN GRADE
LEVEL SCORE
Post-Reading

I
I
I
I
I

8.6

POST-TEST

Post-Math

TABE

Post-Language

1· ,

8.6

Post-TOTAL

I
I
I

8.7

8.5

I
. I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

190
188
174
179

Mean gain scores made in each area (reading, math, language,
and total battery) of the TABE are shown on the following tables by a
frequency distribution according to grade level.
in years and months.)
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(Gains are expressed

TABE
Language
TOTAL

1. 3

The following tables break down the gains in readi ng , math,
r

language, and total by grade levels.

GRADE
LEVEL
.

"

'

-

GAIN
IN
READING

TABLE H
MEAN GAIN
IN YEARS
AND MONTHS

1

2.4

2

STANDARD
DEVIATION
I
i

NUMBER OF
CASES

3. 3

2

0. 8

0.7

6

3

1.0

0.9

12

4

1. 2

1.4

16

5

1.5

1. 3

13

6

1. 3

1.6

16

7

2.5

2.2

22

8

2.0

' 1.2

25

9

1. 2

0. 8

20

10

0.6

0.5

25

11

0.2

0.5

16

12

- 0. 1

0.4

5

~------~----------- --~ --- - --TOTAL
1. 3
1.4

178

·-
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TABLE I
MEAN GAIN
IN YEARS
AND MONTHS

GRADE
LEVEL
1

:
•· ''

2
3
'

4

GAIN

5

IN

6

MATH

7
8
9

10
11

12

TOTAL

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1.0
1. 7
1.1
1. 7

STANDARD
DEVIAT ION
I
I
I
I
I
I

1. 3
1. 3
0.5

-

1. 5

1. 9

1.8

0.9

1. 3

1. 7

1.1

1.8

1.4

1.2

0.8

0.4

0.7

0.2

0. 5

.

NUMBER OF
CASES
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1
10
8
14
11

15
22
45
19
16
10

1

0.3

0 .2

1. 4

1. 3

I
I

2
173

8l

8St

t

7\:1101

n

GRADE
LEVEL
1

TABLE K
MEAN GAIN
IN YEARS
AND MONTHS
1

1. 7

STANDARD
DEVIATION
I

2.2

I
I
I
I
I

NUMBER OF
CASES
I
I
I
I
I
I

3

2

0.3

3

1.5

4

1. 9

1. 5

12

5

1.4

1. 3

12

GAir

6

1.0

1.2

12

IN

7

1.4

1.0

17

2.0

1.0

27

1.2

0.9

31

0.4

0.7 .

22

TOTAL

8

BATTERY

9
10

11
'

12

TOTAL

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

0.7

0.4
0.9

-

5
12

0. 4

0 .1

0.4

1. 3

1.1

6
I
I
I

4
163

The mean and median number of elapsed months that the home
instruction students were in the program are listed on the following table .
This was calculated from the dates between pre- and post-testing.
TARI F I

ELAPSED MONTHS BETWEEN PRE- AND POST-TESTS
Medi an

6.9

Mean

6. 7

Range

13 months

Cas es

176
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The Federal government's CoITITlunity Service Agency has issued a
new definition of poverty", us ing the following formula:
CSA poverty guideZines for aii States exoept
AZaska and ll01,Jaii

TABLE M
Nonfarm family

Farm family

1.

$2,590

$2,200

2.

3,410

2,900

3.

4,230

3,600

4.

5,050

4,300

5.

5,870

5,000

6.

6,690

5,700

Family Size

r

: ,,t
..

For family units with more than 6 members add $820 for
each additional member in a nonfarm family and $700 for
each additi9nal member in a farm family .
Based on this formula , approximately 67% of the Right to Read
home ins truction students could be considered to be living in poverty.
TABLE N
CROSS TABULATION OF FAMILY INCOME WITH SIZE OF HOUSEHOLD
Size
of
Household
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Less
Than
$4000

$4500
to
$6500

r

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

28
33
49
21
27
8
7

J

4
7

24
28
17
4
7

I

30

.

More
Than
$6500

Number
of
Cases

I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

f

I
I
I
I
I
I

0
9
33
33
22
20
10

32
49
106
82
66
32
24

TABLE N (cont.)
CROSS TABULATION OF FAMILY INCOME WITH SIZE OF HOUSEHOLD
Size
of
Household
I

8

2

I

I

10

4

I

1

I

I

0

I

I

0

I

I

182

I

I

I

2

I

0

0

I

0

I
I
I

1

I
I

I

95

8

I
I

I

1

5

I
I

I

I

I

3

I

2

7

I
I

I

I

I

TOTAL

I

I

4

I

I

I

12

1

I

I

11

I

I

I

9

I

I

2

I

Number
of
Cases

More
Than
$6500

$4500
to
$6500

Less
Than
$4000

1

I
I

136

I

I

413

COST PER STUDENT

The total AAEC Right to Read grant award for FY 1974-75 was

$72,000.

The five project sites enrol l ed 327 students utilizing eleven

paraprofessionals, t hereby maki ng the cost per student $220.

If only

paraprofessional sal aries, fringe benefits, materials, and travel were
totalled, the cost per student woul d be $137.
The sal ary range for paraprofessionals was from $2.25 to $3.00
per hour, depending on the site.

Salaries were set by each school system,

and usually were based on the pay scale of a teacher ai de.
All of the Right to Read projects were able to share materi als
with existing ABE programs.

In addi tion, each paraprofessional was

budgeted on the average of $150 for instructional materials.
Travel monies were set for each paraprofessional fo r l ocal travel
to visit students.

The rural areas used about $500 for each parapro-

fessiona l and urban areas about $300 for each paraprofessional.
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APPENDIX A
Ca~ be found in Helpi ng Adults Learn:
A Handbook for Home Instruction Paraprofessionals in Adult Basic Education
pages B-4 through B-21 .

.

,·
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APPENDIX B

. .,

PRESCHOOL KI~ CONTENTS
TITLE

FORMAT

PUBLISHER

COST

Tell Me Some More
Crosby, Newell Bonsall

Book 64 pp.

Harper & Row

$2.50

Dictionar.y I
Brown, A.

Paperback

Publisher: Pyramid Books
Dealer: Demo Educational Corporation

$2.10

My Five Senses

Paperback

Publisher: Thomas Y. Crowell
Dealer: Demo Educational Corporation

$2.30

Snowy Day
Keats, E.

Paperback

Publisher: Viking
Dealer: Demeo Educational Corporation

$2.30

I Read Signs
Funk, F.

Paperback

Publisher: Young Readers Press
Dealer: Demeo Educational Corporation

$1.85

We Wonder What \4ill Walter
Be When He Grows Up?
Johnson, C.

Paperback

Publisher: Holt, Rinehart, Winston
Dealer: Demeo Educational Corporation

$2.60

Will I Have A Friend?
Cohen, M.

Paperback

Publisher: Collier Books
Dealer: Demeo Educational Corporation

$2.30

Halves to Wholes

Mate hi ng Cards .

Developmentkl Lear~ing Materials
744 Natchez Avenue
Niles, Illinois

$2.00

Dimensional Puzzle

Puzzle

Developme ntal Learning Materials

$3.25

Job Puzzles

Puzzle

Developmental Learning Materials

$4.50

Scholastic's Early
Childhood Library ·

Paperback Books

Readers' Choice.
Scholastic Book Services
904 Syl va n Avenue
EnQlewood Cliffs, NJ 07632

Ali ki

.

,

-

(.

$34.20

I

,I

P,.ppalachian Right to Read Community Based Center

OBJECTIVES

Owensboro. Independent School System
Owensboro , Kentucky
Octobe r 10, 1974

•

• I

Appalachian Adult Education Center
Morehead State University
Morehead, Kentucky

r

Objectives

APPALACHIAN RIGHT TO READ COMMUNITY BASED CENTERS

Objective 1.

To develop or strengthen a county-wide l earning center
facility offering individually prescribed instruction in
reading for out-of- school youth and adults.

Sub-objectives:
(a)

to provide support services to Right to Read paraprofessionals in home instruction;

(b)

to provide multiple materials to Right to Read paraprofessionals in home instruction;

(c)

to develop a cooperative effort between local
program, AAEC Right to Read program, and the State
• Departme nt of Education, Adult Education Unit;

(d)

to provide an alternate reading instruction delivery
system (learning center and/ or classroom) for
stude nts mobil e enough to attend , recruited by paraprofessionals;

(e)

to provide l earning c e nter support to students engaged
in GED-ETV preparation (where ETV is received).

Documentation:

. ,

(a)

amount of money contributed by sources to develop
the learning center;

(b)

number of hours the center was in operation per
week;

(c)

number of students enrolled;

(d)

gains made by students enrolled, established by
pre- and post-testing using the TABE or criterionreferenced materials;
-1-
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Objective 2.

(e)

nu.mber of stude nts recruited by paraprofessionals
as a seconda ry function of home instruction;

(f)

chronologica l efforts made resulting in cooperative
program will be documented;

(g)

make a ll materials in the learning center available
for use by paraprofessionals and select materials
introduced by the AAEC in identified problem area s .

To provide paraprofessional s working out o f the learning
center under '.:he supervision of a professional for home
reading instruction of urban disadvantaged .

Activitie s :
(a)

paraprofessionals will first experie nce pre- service
tra ining by AAEC staff and local ABE staff;

(b)

paraprofessionals will acquire a nd become thoroughly
familiar with mate rials for us e in home instruction;

(c)

the paraprofessionals with the he l p of the AAEC will
devise a docume ntation system for data collection;

(d)

recruitment will be done by door-to-door recruiting
and agency contact for a beginning student load;

(e)

experienced paraprofessio na ls a re to recruit a
minimum of 20 students each;

(f)

new paraprofessional s will g radually acquire students
as the ir experience allows;

(g)

experienced paraprofessionals are to spend approximate ly 4 hours per week in the l earning cente r for
exchange and record keeping ;

(h)

new paraprofess ional s will spend much initial time in
t he learning center becoming familiar with materials
and procedures ;

-2-

(d)

all program 1..__ '-'~"
and recreational 2cc~V1L •
members of the community to
appropri ate.

1. , ._

Documentation:

Objective 4,

(a)

notation of all referrals will be made and a followup conducted;

(b}

The Community Referral Handbook will be revised if
needed.

To provide instruction in reading readiness activities to
adult students who are parents of preschoole rs.

Activities:
(a}

materials for preschool children will be introduced
by the paraprofessionals to the parents to be used
with their children between home visits;

-4-
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(b)

paraprofessionals will note early childhood problems
in each home and make referrals to the appropriate
agency when necessary. A follow-up of each referral
will be made.

Docume ntation:

Objective 5.

(a)

a count of preschool age children will be made in
the homes served by the paraprof~ssionals;

(b)

in the folder of the parent, a notation should be
made oI the materials loaned for the child, any
progress noted, and any comments from the parents
on improvements they have seen;

(c)

any referrals made for children in the home should be
tabula t e d. It should also be stated in what way the
re ferra l was he lpful. _

To develop a mass media support component of the learning
center home study mod e l.

Activities:
(a)

at each site, forty students who are at the equivalent
of the 7th grade or above and have GED as a goal will
be identified in either home study or learning center
or both;

(b)

the paraprofessionals will interest these identified
people in viewing the KET/GED Se ries;

(c)

early identification will be made of students independently involved in the GED Series;

(d)

pre- and post-testing will be done using the TABE
level D in connection with the KET/GED Series ;

(e)

support will be given by paraprofessionals in home
instruction related to the GED Series;

-5-
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Objective 6.

(f)

support will be given by the learning centers related
to th e KET/ GED Series for students directly involved
in t he learning center;

(g)

direct support via ' telephone will be given to students
invol ved in the G:CD Series;

(h)

paraprofessionals will recruit pote nt:al GED stt:Cc!1t s
into the KET/G:CD Serie s and relate s tudents to o.1e o:
the several support systems .

To determine the effectiveness of ABE home study as a
route in recru iting adults to recurring education in the
community school .

Activities :
(a )

paraprofessional s whil e r ecruiting for home instruction
will a lso recruit for the community school emphasizing
the l earning c e nter and ABE evening c la ss ;

(b)

paraprofessiona l s will keep th eir home study students
i nformed of the current activities at the community
school .

.:

Objective 7.

To provide dissemination of the effectiveness of the
learning center home study media model in reading
instruction.

Activities:
(a)

the project sites will host visitors and provide
orientation to organization, staff training, program
operation, and materials during visitations;

(b)

where possible, project site directors will host
orientation workshops, i.e., community school
work shop .

Documentation:
(a)

visitor log books will be maintained by the project
director;

(b)

a file of related correspondence will be kept by the
project director~

(c)

a complete file of dissemination act! vities of proJ ect
personne l will be maintained.

.

;

-7-
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APPCNOIX C

CASE STUDIES
CASE #1 .
Student:

White female in ear ly twenties, married, and mother of one
child. Goal was to be able t o read bedtime stories to her
child.

When first assigned to me, this student was a patient in our local
hospital because of a nervous condition.
someone in the third or fourth grade.

She had the reading ability of

She lived in government housing,

received food stamps and public assistance.

She had many family problems,

, (

which made her extremely nervous .
physical and mental abuse.

Some of their problems were:

Her husband was constantly "putting her down"

for not being able to read and for continuing in our pr-ogram.
• ~-', to me as the "government woman."
eager she was to learn.
she became.

He referred

The more he· made fun of her, the more

And the more she learned, the stronger a person

There was continuous improvement in her appearance and her

apartment was soon glowing .
child.

drugs,

I would take her storybooks to read to her

She was really thrilled when at last she read one all the way

from start to finish and without mistakes.
Approximately four months after enrolling in our program, she
became dissatisfied with her lifestyle.

She moved from government housing

into a home, stopped the food stamps, and got a divorce.
homemakers class to learn how to sew and plan meals.

She started in a

She did very good in

this, too .
When she left our program last month to move to anothe r state, she
had acquired enough education that she TABE tested at a tenth grade level.
Recently, I received a letter from her saying, she wasn't going to
stop now.

She's involved in an Adult Education Program that i s close to

where she lives.

She now has a much higher goal--the GED.

r..,

a~r-es::,ive hL.sband.

l ; • ·:,

l,

on~

0 .· , ...... i (

r,

1 ....

Her husband suffered a heart attack ano ·,s u~:i:,t ,_

,

work . Thei r income is entirely dependent on public assis tance and Social
Security.
She has, however, overcome these problems and is now up to 4.5 grade
(

:

.,'

level.

Presently she is in multiplication and punctuation.

These are not

the only areas in which she has improved, also her appearance .

She has

developed pride and self-confidence and there is a noticeable improvement
in her speech .
She has show~ an interest in Homemakers Haven, a drop-in homema king
center; and recently uphol stered a couch.

Being involved in the Right to

Read program has given her a new outlook on life, and is planning to
continue her learning with regular trips to the library.
CASE #3

Student :

White f emaie in Late thi rties , widowed and mother of 6 ahiLdren
and s i x st ep- ahiLdren.

When this student started in -0ur Right or Read home instruction
program, she was a complete non-reader.
This home was nothing short of a pig sty.
trouble.

She didn't know the alphabet.
The children were always in

Her step-children were all married and had homes of their own .

The youngest daughter, barely a teen-ager, was in a detention home because
she was truant from school so much, and mixing with drugs.

My student learned her alphabet and was eager to learn to read.
would have hours of home study from her writing lessons.

She was doing

She

great when her seventeen year old son drowned in the river.
back.

For about six months she couldn't do anything.

This set her

Her oldest daughter

was put in a foster home and the youngest daughter got married.

The Good-

fellows got the rest of the children a pair of shoes, and I gave her a
permanent.

This seemed to give her a lift and she started back on her

school work .

She moved to another home and keeps it a lot cleaner than

she had the other home.

They are cleaner now.

She's in her second reader and is multiplying in Math.
.,
l

..'

every word in each reading lesson.
first, and was she thrilled.
she can count money.

She spells

She wrote her daughter a letter, a

She does her own grocery buying now, because

She's still enrolled in our Right to Read program.

• ~-,, CASE #4
The student in this story is Jean Warren.

She is 36 years old and

has always lived in the western part of Pike County.

The household

consists of Jean, her husband, six children, and her mother-in-law, a
total of nine.

Her husband is employed at the Meade Paper Mill in

Chillicothe, Ohio.
Jean completed nine years of school and her dream has been to complete
her education, and be able to help the children with their homework in
school.
This i s a very close loving family.

They all work together, after

just a few visits you really can feel the l ove they have for each other.
Jimmy is the two year old.

Each week he meets me at the car, with

a big smile, waiting to exchange his books . He is as much a part of school
as his mother.

The mother-in- law enjoys reading, so I leave her books on

almost every visit.

They are now using the Mail A Book Program.

Jean placed 6.4 overall on the MTABE in March, 1975.

I feel that

she has already come up in just two months.
I asked her if I could write a short story on her for the Adult
Program.

Her answer was, "Oh yes, but don't leave out the kids and Mom,

because they all enjoy the program as much as I do."
It is a privilege for me to work with the Warren family.
CASE #5
In April 1973 Bertie Miller enrolled in Home Instruction.
placed 7.4 total on the D form of TABE.
'

most of the income was from welfare.

I

·'

Her husband was working some, but

There are five children in the home,

three in school and two small boys at home.
~

....'• room house with no water close.

She

They lived in a small four-

It was up a .dead end di rt road.

The three year' old boy could not talk; after a few visits, I referred
this to the Child Development case worker.

A tutor was sent to the home

and in a few months the boy was beginning to talk.
shy and would run and hide when I came.

The kids were very

On each trip I gave them books

and candy and in a short time they were waiting my arrival.
I have helped this family by making doctor and dentist appointments.
I also planned a visit with the nutrition aide from the county Extension
•

J

Office, who is now working with Bertie, helping her in homemaking and
canning.
In September 1974 the husband, John, started Home Instruction.
are both working together.

He placed 6.9 on MTABE.

On Jan. 1975 they moved to a bigger home.
garden and tobacco.
in their home life.

They .

Here thy are raising a

They are still on welfare but are doing much better

Last week she showed me the books she received from the Mail A Book
Library.

The whole family is readi ng books and enjoyi ng them.

I have watched a change in thi s family and believe it will continue

to change for a better family life .
CASE #6
Buck Wheeler is a 48 year old man who is the father of 13 children,
12 of whom are living.
support his family.

He dropped out of school in the 9th grade to help

Buck heard about ABE Home Instruction from friends

, (

who were enrolled and wanted to finish his schooling and get his GED.
His life-style of living ranged from boot-leggi ng to raising houses
off the ground and underpinning with block.

He had what you might say,

• •:_ plenty of "common sense" but needed education- to handle business affairs.
'

I enrolled Buck and taught him his decimals and fractions and in general
just understanding how to read.

He developed his natural abilities to

learn fast and in a few months went from a 7.7 overall to 10.3 overall
score .
He is now working for the First National Bank in Prestonsburg, Ky .
When he first applied for the job, the bank told him he did not have
enough knowledge ability to do the job.

But he tried out for the job and

has now made a big success.
With just a little help, he gained the confidence he needed to
change his mode of living.
Instruction Program!

11

Thanks once again to the Right to Read Home
11

THE FOLLOWING ARE QUOTES FROM CASE STUDIES THAT SHOW:
attitudinal, changes of students
improved Zif esty Ze
famiZy opinions
empathy of par>aprofessionaZs toward their
students and their probZems

***
"Due to the classes that Jerry was taki ng he was able to obtain a job."

* **
11

I

George now has a weight problem that we have been trying to lower by
using his skills in Math ."

.,'

***
"There is a real need for her to get away from her family and the things
expected of her by them. I related to her how I had paid for a correspondence course se~eral years ago to get my dipl oma and because of putting
my home and family first, I never completed the course. It wasn't until
I enrolled in the Adult Education Classes in 1973 and attended four hours
daily as if I had a job that I received my GED . Mrs. Bays is qu i te capable
of getting her GED possibly by next year if she follows my advice. If she
doesn't, I feel it will t ake years at the current rate of study and she
will become very discouraged and eventually give it up. "

***
"She i s now empl oyed as a Community Action Aide to pre-school children.
Her annual salary is now $4800.00 per year. She gai ned much socially as
well as academically while enrolled in the adult program."

"He has gained confidence in himsel f and gained inte rest in reading as
well . He began to tell of reading the label s on cereal boxes, canned
foods , etc. For the first ti me, he was able to vote without any assistance,
which he always had to have before."
"This student can now read, write , and cope with himself and others for the
first time . His achievement has been as rewa rdi ng to himself as any student
in the program, possibly more.
11

* * *
"After six months, her performance improved greatly . Her learning was
affecting the whole family. Her child ren enjoyed helping ' Mama' with her

lessons for the next visit from her home instructor."
"Although Angeline has made significant improvement in her basic skills,
her goal is not the GED test but self-improvement. Much has already
happened. More will happen because of her now positive attitude. Her
resentment toward schooli ng has turned to respect. She is beginning t o
cope with life's situations for the first time ever."
***
"The Bureau of Vocational Rehabilitation has offered Becky the chance at
college or on the job training once her G.E.D. has been attained. Becky
wi 11 take the test duri ng the summer of 1975."
***
(

"Her girls have helped her some with her lessons, and get quite a kick of
going to school with mother. They are very proud of her.
11

** *
"Betty has related to me the fact that she has always l acked confidence in
herself. I can tell from week to week as she studies , the new confidence
she is gaining in her capabilities."
***
"She feels like it has hel ped in her daily life and also in hel ping her
with her son in schoo 1 .
11

** *
"When I first started making my weekly visits to Mrs . Swim, the house was
very untidy. Clothes were on the couch, boxes of scrap material was pi led
in the living room, and Mrs. Swim herself was not very presentable. But
she has made a big change. Now the living room is straightened when I get
there, she is more presentable, and the most noticeabl e improvement of al l
is the absence of dirty dishes on t he kitchen table. "
,

***
"On my l ast home visit Patricia thanked me for helping her so much and
said without my help and encouragement she would never have worked and
received her diploma."

***
"I think thi s home study course has improved her standard of living and
given her a new out- l ook on li f e. Without this home instruction course ,
Gertrude would never have received her high school diploma."

* **
"I signed him up in A.B.E: Home Instruction . He started developing his
natural abilities and has advanced to being able to Read--to Write--to
Count. He has confidence enough now to go out in public and mix. He also
does al l kinds of odd jobs now."

* * *
"He has gained confidence enough so that when he goes to church, he stands
up and reads out loud from his Bible. He is quick to let everyone know
that the Right to Read Home Instruction Program and his Home Instruction
Aide is directly respons ible for his feeling of well being."

***
, (

"Since he started in our program his reading ability has increased; and he
has gained self-confidence. He purchased a phonics kit to study at home
in addition to using our materials."

** *
"This young man, 18 years old, came to me on September 25, 1974 after
having suffered a nervous breakdown. He was -withdrawn and shied away from
'- any physical contact."
"Since starting his disposition has become friendly with me as well as the
other students and staff. He is open, assured of his capabi li ties,
and has a pleasant sense of humor."

...,

APPENDIX D

I
RIGHT TO READ
Analysis Design Questions
1974-75
1. To determine the difference in characteristics of each
group, analyze by treatment condition (4-5), site
location (6-7), treatment condition within site location
at Owensboro and Ashland, and total population the
following demographic characteristics:
Age--re~ort in median
En~loyment--report in percentage
Sex--report in percentage
Family income--report in percentage
Recruitment--report in percentage
Students' goal--report in percentage
Last grade completed--report in median

(

..
I

·'

:· 2.

To determine the .entry and exist (pre_and post test) skill
level of each group , analyze by treatment condition (4-5),
site lo~ation (6-7), treatment condition within site
location at Owensboro and Ash land, and total population the
pretest scores based on TABE.
Reading grade level--med ian
Math gr 9d~ level--median
Language grade level--med ian
Total battery grade level--median

3.

To determine poverty level, analyze/correlate the ·
percentage of size of household with family income to
determine the size of household i n each family income
category by treatment condition , ·site location, treatme nt
condition within site location at Owensboro and Ashland,
and total population.

4.

To determine the retention of each treatment condition,
site location, treatment -condition within site location
at Owensboro and Ashland, and total population. Analyze
exist information and report each category in percentages.
Dropout defined as all those who leave for reasons .other
than GED or continuing in program.

5.

Analyze the last grade completed for each treatment condition,
site ·location, treatment condition within site location at
Owensboro and Ashland, and total population.

--------------- . .

6.

.

---- ----

Determine the median ga in of each trea tment condition, site
locati on, treatment condition within site location at
Owensboro and Ashland, and total popul ation according to
reading, math , language, and total bat tery .

. 7.

What was the gain of persons at entry grade level of 1-13
in reading, math, language, and total battery according
to treatment condition within site location at Owensboro
and Ashl and, and total population?

8.

Determine the relationship of last grade comp leted and
pre-test scores in reading, ma th, language, and total
battery for treatment condition, site location, treatment
condition within site location at Owensboro and Ashland,
and total population.

9.

Which treatment condi tion by site location produced the
most total battery ga in?

(

Determine median gains in reading, math, l anguage , and
total battery on ~tudents in program for two years using
these students' entry pre-test scores from last year (1973-74 ) ,
in columns 49- 60 (card 1) and their post-test scores (1974-75),
columns 13-24 (card 2).
11.

Determine elapsed months on two year students using pre-test
data , column 45-48 (card 1) and post-test data, column
8-11 (card 2l . ·

12.

Determine elapsed months between pre~and post-tests by treatment
condition , site location, treatment condition withi n site
location at Owensboro and Ashland, and total population.

.. , .
'

APPENDIX E

I

SPECIAL RECOGNIT IONS AND ACTIVITIES
1.

Two AAEC staff members participated in t he Multi-National Wo rkshop on
Functional and Basic Education for Adults in Washi ngton, DC, January
5-10.

Information on the Appalachian Communi ty Based Right to Read

Effort was dissemi nated at this meeting to adult educators representing
programs from the United States and around the world.
2.
,

The mid-year in-service workshop for paraprofessional home instructors
was held January 28, 1975, at Morehead State Uni versity.

Special

features of the workshop were sessions on the use of language experience
as an approach to l ow level readers and on the use of the Kentucky ABE
Materi als Gu ide for writing prescriptions .
3.

.

Mr . Kenneth Wood of the national Ri ght to Read office conducted a 1½
day monitoring vi sit of the AAEC projects . During the visit, Mr. Wood
accompanied one of the paraprofess i onal instructors on a home
instruction visit.

4. At the National Right to Read Conference in Reston, Virginia, March
6-7, 1975, two AAEC representatives gave a presentation on the training
of home instruction paraprofessionals and distributed copies of
mate rials on the Appalachian Right to Read Effort .
5. At the March 13-15 meeti ng of the President's Advisory Council on Adult
Education, one of the Right to Read home instructors from the Montgomery County , Kentucky, project answered questions f rom the council
members about Right to Read home instruction and the project's linki ng
of parent education and early ch ildhood development.

6.

Reading Specialist, Sharon Moore, presented the AAEC Right to Read
proj~cts and life coping skills materials to representatives from home
start programs at the Conference on Home Based Child Development
Progra~.

7.

Two Right to Read home instructors from the Montgomery County, Kentucky,
project were featured in the November, 1974, issue of Techniques, a
NAPCAE newsletter, where they discussed successful instructional
methods for home instruction clients.

1

8.

Right to Read Corrrnunity Based Projects were visited on three occasions
by international visitors in education:

April 9-10, 1975, by the AACTE

Non-Formal Interns from Singapore, Bolivi a, Indonesia, and Africa; May
5 and 6, 1975, ,by 12 Indonesian educators interested in non-formal
education sponsored by Michigan State University; and June 13, 1975,
by a representative of the Office of Education Division, Ministry of
Education in Indonesia , who was al so interested i n non-formal education.
Each of the visitors attended sessions of instruction between home
instructor aides and their students.
9.

Case studies on Right to Read home instruction· students were prepared
for the Right to Read home office in Washington for the purpose of
dissemination in pamphlet form.

10.

Helping Adults Learn:

A Handbook for Paraprofess ional Home Instructors

has been f i nal ized and is attached.

11.

Education CoIT111ission of the States National Assessment Team met with
-

the AAEC staff and 6 Right to Read local staff members (4 paraprofessional home instruction adies and 2 directors) to review and
critique objectives for a basic skills index to be assessed on 17
year-olds in 1978.
12.

On April 30, 1975, three visitors from the reading department of
Tennessee Technological University visited the Appalachian Adult
Education Center and the Montgomery County CoIT111unity Based Right

r

to Read project to learn about the home instruction program and
ABE.

(Letter attached.)

13. The United States Office of Education designated the Right to Read
home instruction program in Piketon, Ohio, to be one of the four
in a 30-minute 16mm film presentation on adult education in the
Unites States , entitled "The Sound of My Own Name," for national
distribution.
14.

The International Reading Association selected Piketon, Ohio's Right
to Read as one of five sites to be spotlighted in a slide/tape
presentation for international distribution.
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L EWIS WINGATE

Mrs . Sharon Moore
UPO Box 1353
Morehead State University
Morehead, Ke ntucky 40351
Dear Mrs. Moore:
_Even though I have had only had t h e past year t o observe our
Ri g~t- to-Read program, I am convinced that it is one of the most
effective ed ucational efforts toward reaching the adult population.
My observations and impressions are as follows:

A.

Right- to -Read reaches a greater majority of the target
populatio~ than any other adult education effort that
we are making in that out of slightly over 100 adults
in the county who have had no formal education, we a re
serving over half of them.

B.

The positive result s on these participants are quickly
attainable and measurable since t~e - ~asic education
gained has~ tremendous impact on their ability to get
a job or simply to more adequately live .

C.

The project workers can affect tremendous changes in
the participants l ives since they have tntimate, personal
contact with the participants family ana can manipulate
the home environment when necessary to improve the learning situation, as we ll as deliver services to the entire
family.

D.

The paraprofessionals seem io . identify more readily with
the adults whom they teach than do certified teachers,
generally.

E.

The cost of using paraprofessionals to carry out the
objectives of the project is muc h less than using
college graduates to reach the same ends .

It has been a pleasant experiment to op era te t h e Right-toRead project here in Montgomery County and the project certain l y h a s
been a tremendous help to many adults. We hope there is some way to
obtain fund~ to continue this operation.
Yours ve

A~
Bobby
BJW/ l w

oe Whitake r

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

ID.epart11ic11f nf 1£ourafinn
BUREAU OF REHAB ILITATION SERVICES
l t N X ~a x

311 West Second St .
Owensboro, KY 42301

May 22, 1975
(

..

Ms. Sue Fariss
- Adult Learining Center
; 206 West 17th Street
Owensboro, KY 42301
Dear Ms. Fariss:
• This l e tt er is being written to ask for continued support in the Adult
Leaning Cent er ' s Ri8ht to Read Program. As a rehabilitation counselor
I have fuunJ this· program to be most rewarding to the people I work
' with as in many cases it would have been lmpossl6le to achieve successful
rehabilitation programs if the Adult Lt?an1ing Center facility was not
available . It has been our di.scove ry that when a pe rson has a minimal
of reading skil ls that they have not been able to successfully comple t e
job application forms , al-so they have had diffiiulty.. in interpreting
the questions thereby ·not being able to expound and or put the proper
response .
The Adult Learning Center i s a great a sset to this comnruni~y an:l without
it we would al l suffer a great loss . In many cases I have· 'used t he center
to provide the necessary training for individuals from-lather counties
with great success. My only real complaint is that not enough people
take advantage of the program offered at the center .

I hope this letter is satisfactory and I wish to thank you and your
staff for your assistance in working with ·,this agency and the people in
our community .
.. . ,,.,_
s:a/ely ,,,_

/

c.,

~ -- /$~~

Thomas L. Keiningham, / ounselor
BUREAU OF REHABILITATION SERVICES

TLK,tksh

ASHLAND CITY SCHOOLS
2601 Lexington Avenue
TILMAN

ASHLAND, KENTUCKY 41101
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•.',. J une 2 7, 19 7 5
Mr. George Eyster, Direc tor
Adult Education Center
Morehead State University
Morehead, Kentucky 40351
Re: Right-to-Read , Project OBG-0-72-4939
D_e ar Mr . Eys ter:
On behalf of the Board of Education and Administrative
Staff, I wan t to express our apprecia tion for t h e s.plendid
support and direc tion Sharon Moore and C. J . Bailey has given
to ·our director, Karen Moore and members of her staff with
our Project, Right-to~Read Program .
By making provision for our teachers and par.&professional
to make home visits, we were able to reach- a ~arge number of
participants who otherwlse would not have h ad ·the opportunity
to continue the ir education. Then too, our Right -to -Read
Staff served the Ne~-1 Horizon Workshop.
A large segment of the commun ity has been enro+led in our
adult basic education program at various levels, We ~Bre
pleased to accommodate the growing number of ciiizens who are
enrolling in thi s program.
The Right-to-Read Program has made it possib l e for an increasing number of residents in the ,Ashland Area to prepare
for the G.E.D . Examination.
Anything that you can do to continue th is program would
be appreciated by the Ashland community.
Sincerely yours,

t'

l

I
I

\

l

i

TLJ: lj

Education Is An Investment In The Future

,\
f

it

TENNESSEE TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

COOKEVILLE, TENNESSEE 3_8501
DEPARTMENT OF
ELEM ENT ARY EDUCATION

....

May 6, 1975

Mrs. Sharon Moo~e
Applachian Adult Education Center
Morehead State University
.Morehead, KY
Dear Sharon:
We want to express our appreciation for the activities you
arranged for us during our visit to the Appalachian Adult
Education Center. You planned a varjed program which gave us
a chance to meet with several people deeply involved in adult
education, ex ami ne a wide selection of materials, and actually
meet the teachers and ~he people in theii homes. We learned
a great deal from these experiences.
I spent
program
doing.
working

a part of-the class period Friday telling about your
and my students were very excited about w~at you are
Se ve r a l o f t hem s howe d a ve r y s i nc e re i nt e'r,e s t i n
with these people themselves.
l
·

We still don't know how much . we will be able to accomplish here.
Joe is reviewing the guidelines and will try to get a proposal
written in ord er to get some funds. We will also work with the
people in the library program to ~~e.how we might be most
effective in our efforts.
When we get started, I'm sure we will have more questions. Now
we know where to go for our answers. Again, thank you so much
for your unusually thoughtful hospitality. Please extend our
thanks to the others whom we met, expecially Elwood and Carol .
Yours truly,

~~£=a.;

.

. '

Erinor Ross
-cc:

George Eyst e r
Ann Drennan
,

"Our Boys and Girls First"

SCIOTO VALLEY LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
Clarence B. Anderson
Local Superintendent

Piketon, 'Ohio

45G61

Ruth Botkin
Clerl<

June 10, 1975
Mr. George w. Eyster
Morehead State University
U.P.O. Box 1353
Mo r ehead , Kentucky 40351
Dear Mr. Eyster:
The home instruction p rogram in our. ABE is a very su~cessful program. Results are evident. This is·a program
where not only the individual can be helped, but also the en,~.tire family. A mother with small children cannot come to a ·
c entral location but can work at home. As the parent shows
an interest in books, the chi ld or children will also take an
interest in books. Our ai des, in going into the home, have
the confidence of the people served a nd ir~ ~ble to administer
to the total need 0£ the fami ly. It may be assis tance in filling out various forms, or referral to some other community
age ncy or church group.
Cost of instruction may be somewhat more ~er . individual;
however, one must remember that there are few · drop-outs".
1
Our home instruction aides "drop in" too often to have "dropouts". Instruction is on a one to one and people thus served
are less sensitive concerni ng their social-e conomic condition .
Horne instruction meets a definite need . It is not a cure
all for all individuals but is one very important facet in
providing a chance for some who have really never had a good
opportunity to be full-fledged,participating citizens of our
society.
Respe ctfully submitted,

~ '.'

/? / ?

arence B.
Local Superintendent
CBA:rirn .

-

cl tti.t.du~rr--J
An8erson

c;c()_,{,l-t,{.('I.J/

DEPARTMENT FOR HUMAN RESOURCES
COMMONWEAL TH OF KENTUCKY
FRANKFORT 40601

June 2, 1975
BUREAU FOR MANPOWER SERVICES

311 West Second Street
OWensboro, KY 42301

Mrs. Sue Fariss, Director
Adult Learning Center~ Right to Read Program
Owensboro Board of Education
206 West 17th Street
Owensboro, KY 42301
Dear~Mrs. Fariss:
The WIN Unit of the Bureau for Manpower Services wishes to thank
you and your Staff for yo ur successful existence and contribution
to our Community. I can personally think of many individuals who
have gained a gre at deal from your help. Since my job is placing
AFDC recipients in _.t he job market , I know that many of these people
ne e d . educational up-grading before they can _successfull y work toward any e mployme nt goals of their own .
It is your personal help
and guida nce that starls the motivational process for many an individual and gives them the sense of accomplishment which is so
desperately needed.
It has been bronght to my attention that the Right to Read Program
is in jeopardy of being halted .
I would certainly hope that this
n ever bec omes a reality. Everyone needs to be educated to the extent that they can read and write, especially in todaj's world. It
is trae that a person can get help from some other(. means, but who
is better able to provide this service than the Ad ult Learning
Center . I do hope that funds will be available to continue the
-·· Right to Read Program in the near future.
If a program is successful, why do T:IWay with it?
Let me thank you aga in for your help wi£h our applicants and let
me assure you that we will continue to refer our applicants to your
Center.
Sinc,elyc-y~Jr~,

~ -

CL\to.L J-,, .tc,l~a-

",

Charles F. Schmeal,;Jr.
Sr. Employment Interviewer

►

mp

DEPARTMENT FOR HUMAN RESOURCES
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

May 30, 1975

BUREAU FOR SOCIAL SERV ICES

,.

311 West Second Street
Owensboro, Kentucky 42301

Mrs. Sue Fariss
Owensboro Board of Education
Adult Learning Center
~__ght to Read Program
Dear Mrs . Fariss,
I want to personally commend' you and your staff for the excellent work you
do in the connnunity.
,YQur work in te.ach:i.ng illeterates and upgrading i:.e:iding skills among the
people I work with has helped a great <leal in not only their ability
to function as a family ' unit, but when possible has helped us place
-people in jobs that would, ·without your help, have been impossible.
Sincerely yours,

-/Jl(lL#dU!- ✓• ~J Qs0
Maureen S • Clark
J :l , ,
Social Worker
· -.
Department for Human Resources

jsw

OWENSBORO PUBLIC SCHOOLS
1888 '\-V.E8r ELEVJDN'TH STIUDET

PUONE (60~)8811-!1081

.

'

0wENSBORO, KIDNTUOKY 42301

OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENO&NT

·•·..

June 10, 1975

i

Mr. George Eyester
Executive Director
Appalachian Adult Education Center
Morehead State Univers ity
Morehead, Kentucky 4Q351
Dear Mr. Eyester:
This attached .·l etter is for the purpose of expressing my
ardent support of the Owensboro Public School's Right-toRead Project. This program is now serving numerous families
who, for various reasons, cannot avail themselves of services
offered by similar a gencies. We in Owensboro feel very confident
about this program and- will continue to enthusfastically
lend our support to its continued success.
Cooperation has been the key word in working with the Appalachian
Adult Education Center staff. We look forward to partic.).pating
in other mutually beneficial projects.
·'"4

.!

Sincerely yours,

Hilliard

JCH:gmo

Appalachi~n Adult Education Center
Morel1ead State Universrty, Ut'O 1 353
Moretthd, Kentucky 40351
(606) 784-9229 (606)783-3111

The project presented or reported herein was performed pursuant to a Grant No.
OEG-0-72- 4 939 ( 533) U. S. Office of Education, Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare . However. the opinions expressed herein do not necesM1rily reflect the
position or policy of the U. S. Office of Education, and no official endorsement by the
U. S . Office of Education should be inferred.

